for an arbitrary xed position of (n ? 2) chords (which are not drawn here) and the two additional chords positioned as shown in the picture. Here and below, dotted arcs suggest that there might be further chords attached to their points, while on the solid portions of the circle all the endpoints are explicitly shown. We will call a function satisfying four-term relations a weight system. In K] M. Kontsevich (see also BN1]) suggested a construction of a weight system from a Lie algebra furnished with an ad-invariant non-degenerate bilinear form. It turns out that its values belong to the center of the universal enveloping algebra. By the Harish-Chandra theorem this center is isomorphic to an algebra of polynomials. So we have a map which assigns to a simple combinatorial object such as a chord diagram another simple object such as a polynomial. The problem is to give a combinatorial description of this map.
In this paper we give a formula for the weight system of sl 2 and describe some properties of the weight system of an arbitrary simple Lie algebra. Our formula for sl 2 is recurrent with respect to the number of chords of a diagram. The main results of this paper are Theorems 2 and 6.
We will use standard notations and facts about Vassiliev knot invariants mostly related to a Hopf algebra stucture on the space of chord diagrams and on the space of weight systems. For these facts and an introduction to the theory we refer to A], BL], BN1] , CD], CDL1].
In Sec.1 we recall Kontsevich's construction of weight systems with values in the universal enveloping algebras. In Sec.2 we give a recurrent formula for the weight system of sl 2 . Di erent formulas for this weight system where given by D. Bar-Natan and S. Garoufalidis in BNG] . In Sec.3 we give new generators of the primitive part of the algebra of chord diagrams and discuss their properties. In Sec.4 we develop a language of Japanese Character Diagrams which is convenient for studying the sl 2 weight system. Proofs are in Sec.5.
Preliminaries

Hopf algebra of chord diagrams
Consider the space A n generated by all chord diagrams with n chords modulo=+++++++:
The Hopf algebra A is a graded, associative, coassociative, commutative, and cocommutative Hopf algebra. An element of a Hopf algebra is called decomposable if it can be represented as a sum of nontrivial products of elements.
An element x is called primitive if (x) = x 1 + 1 x. A graded, associative, coassociative, commutative, and cocommutative Hopf algebra is isomorphic to the algebra of polynomials whose variables correspond to generators of the primitive space.
The space dual to the vector space of a Hopf algebra has a natural stucture of a Hopf algebra. Its multiplication and comultiplication are dual to the comultiplication and multiplication of the initial Hopf algebra. The restriction of the canonical pairing to the primitive spaces of the dual Hopf algebras is non-degenerate. So the primitive spaces of the dual Hopf algebras are dual. In particular, they have the same dimensions in each degree.
The space of weight systems W is dual to A: W = A = A 0 A 1 A 2 : : : :
Hence it is a Hopf algebra, in particular, the product of two weight systems w 1 and w 2 is given by (w 1 w 2 )(D) = X w 1 (D J ) w 2 (D J 0 ): Let P n be the subspace of primitive elements of A of degree n and P = P 0 P 1 P 2 : : :
be the space of all primitive elements of A. D.Bar-Natan BN1] has calculated dimP n for n 9: n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 dimP n 1 1 1 2 3 5 8 12 18
Describe A n ; A n ; P n and P n for small n.? ?@ @ ;;L L;;and two four-term relations? ?@ @ = 2?L L;=: dimA 3 = 3: There are two independent decomposable elementsL Land. The element t 3 =? 2L L+is primitive. The function 3 : 3? ?@ @ = 2; 3= 1; (zero on the other chord diagrams);
is a primitive weight system of degree 3. n = 4: The dimension of the primitive space of degree 4 is 2, it is generated by elements t 4 =a a? 2a a?+ 3?and
? 4a a+ 4a a+ 2? 4+: Remarks. 1. The primitive elements t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ; t 4 are the rst elements of a series ft n g of primitive elements generating the forest algebra from CDL3] (see also Remark of Sec.3.2).
2. Denote by 1 n the function on the space of diagrams with n chords which is equal to 1 at every diagram. This function satis es the four-term relations and, therefore, de nes a weight system. This weight system is decomposable: 1 i 1 j = i+j i 1 i+j :
Now we can construct new weight systems on chord diagrams using the weight systems of small degrees. Examples: I n = 1 n?2 2 is the weight system whose value at a chord diagram D with n chord is equal to the number of intersections of chords of D, Q n = 1 n?4 Q 4 is the weight system whose value is equal to the number of quadrangles of D. A quadrangle of D is an unordered subset of four chords a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; a 4 which form a circle of length four. This means that, after a suitable relabelling, a 1 intersects a 2 and a 4 , a 2 intersects a 3 and a 1 , a 3 intersects a 4 and a 2 , a 4 intersects a 1 and a 3 and any other intersections are allowed.
The weight systems I n and Q n will appear in Sec 2.2 in relation with simple Lie algebras.
De nition. A weight system f n on the space of diagrams with n chords has size k (k < n) if there is a weight system f k on the space of diagrams with k chords such that f n = 1 n?k f k .
This equality simply means that f n (D) = P f k (D J ); where the sum is over all k-element subsets J of chords D.
Lie algebra weight systems
Here we recall a construction of the weight system from K]. In our pictures we always assume that the circle is oriented counterclockwise.
Theorem ( K] Consider an arbitrary pair of chords a i and a j which are di erent from the chord a and such that each of them intersects the chord a. The chord a divides the circle into two halfcircles. Denote by e i and e j the endpoints of a i and a j which belong to the same halfcircle and by e 0 i ; e 0 j the endpoints of a i and a j which belong to the opposite halfcircle. There are three ways to connect four points e i ; e 0 i ; e j ; e 0 j by two chords. In D a we have the case (e i ; e 0 Theorem 2 is a special case of Theorem 6, see Remark 3 of Sec.4.3. This theorem allows to compute W(D) because the two chord diagrams of the right hand side have one chord less than the diagrams of the left hand side, and the last three diagrams of the left hand side are simpler than the rst one since they have less intersections between their chords.
The theorem indicates six-term elements of the kernel of the sl 2 weight system. The subspace I of the algebra A generated by the six-term elements form an ideal. The quotient algebra A=I is generated by two elementsand? ?@ @ . The ideal generated by the six term elements and the element? ?@ @ + 2?is the kernel of the sl 2 weight system. Problem. Find similar nite term elements generating the kernel of the sl 3 weight system.
Highest terms
Here we deal with the weight system of an arbitrary simple Lie algebra. We consider W(D) as a weighted polynomial in c 1 ; : : :; c r (see Remark 3 of Sec.1.2). We will use the notation p i for the part of W(D) of weighted degree i and the notion of the size of a weight system (Remark 2 of Sec.1.1). Theorem 3 follows from the next theorem which is valid for an arbitrary Lie algebra with a nondegenerate ad-invariant bilinear form.
Theorem 3 0 . The value of a Lie algebra weight system at a primitive element of degree n (n > 1) is an element of U(G) of degree not greater than n with respect to the natural ltration in U(G).
Theorem 3 0 follows from Theorem 5 of Sec.3.2 (see Remark of Sec.4.2). For a simple Lie algebra and a primitive element P of degree n Theorem 3 0 means that p 2n (P) = 0; p 2n?1 (P) = 0; : : : p n+1 (P) = 0:
In particular, for the Lie algebra sl 2 , the polynomial W(P) is a polynomial in c of degree not greater than n=2]. 
r r r r P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P P This leads to the following de nition (see also BN1] 
We consider the space generated by CCDs modulo the STU relations: r P P P r = r P P P r + r P P P r Note that, according to our convention, the two CCDs of the AS relation di er only by the cyclic ordering of the propagators meeting at the pictured internal vertex. A CCD with a loop formed by a propagator is equal to zero modulo the relations. Indeed, according to the AS relations, changing the cyclic ordering at the vertex of the loop we change the sign of the CCD, but the new CCD is identical to the initial one: r = ? r = ? r .
A CCD has an even number of vertices. We use half the number of vertices to grade the space generated by CCDs modulo the relations.
The T and U diagrams of the STU relation have one internal vertex less than S. So repeatedly applying the STU relation we can express a given CCD as a linear combination of chord diagrams. This gives a natural mapping of the space generated by CCDs modulo the STU relations to A. D.Bar-Natan proved in BN1] that this mapping is an isomorphism. In this sense one can consider a CCD simply as a short notation for an appropriate linear combination of chord diagrams. Considering a weight system as a linear function on A we can compute the value of a weight system at a CCD.
Primitive space
The CCD language is convenient to describe the primitive space. Theorem ( BN1] ). Primitive CCDs generate the primitive space P.
The number of external vertices of a primitive CCD of degree n (with 2n vertices) is not greater than n + 1.
To each permutation = ( (1); : : :; (n ? 1)) of n ? 1 elements we associate a special connected CCD P of degree n with n + 1 external vertices. Namely, consider the graph with labelled "legs":0 1 2 3 : : :n?2 n?1 n Fix n + 1 consecutive points on the circle. Glue the legs of the graph to the points on the circle so that the 0-th and the n-th legs are glued to the 0-th and the n-th points, respectively, the leg labelled by i (i = 1; : : : ; n ? 1) is glued to the point (i).
Examples. The primitive space is generated by all P . Theorem 4 is proved in Sec.5.3. Let P n;k be the subspace of P n generated by primitive CCDs with no more than k external vertices. We have a ltration 0 = P n;1 P n;2 P n;3 : : : P n :
For small n dimP n;k =P n;k?1 was calculated by D.Bar-Natan BN2]: Remark. t n = (?1) n?1 P (1;2;:::;n?1) is the forest element mentioned in Remark 1 of Sec.1.1. t 1 ; t 2 ; t 3 ; t 4 see in Sec.1.1. t n belongs to P n;2 according to the following proposition. Introduce another special CCD w k , the "wheel with k spokes": w 2 =; w 3 =; w 4 =; w 5 =; w 6 =; : : : :
We have w 2 = ?2t 2 ; w 3 = t 3 .
Theorem 5. 1). If n is odd then P n;n?1 = P n . 2). If n is even then P n;n = P n . The quotient space P n;n =P n;n?1 is onedimensional and generated by w n . Moreover P 0 modP n;n?1 if (1) < (n ? 1); P w n modP n;n?1 if (1) > (n ? 1):
Theorem 5 is proved in Sec.5.5.3. The theorem implies that w n for odd n is a linear combination of CCDs with smaller number of external vertices. In particular, w 3 = &% '$ r r r r r r = (1=4) &% '$ r r r r r r ; w 5 = &% '$ r r r r r r r r r r = (3=4) &% '$ r r r r r r r r rr ? (1=12) &% '$ r r r r r r r r r r ? (1=48) &% '$ r r rr rr rr rr :
The three CCDs of the right hand side of the last formula generate the space P 5 .
Lie algebra weight systems on primitive elements
The main result of this section is Theorem 6. The formula of Theorem 6 expresses the value of the sl 2 weight system at a CCD through the values of the weight system at some more simple graphs. Although simple, these new graphs could become disconnected and no longer be CCDs. This phenomenon motivated us to introduce a notion of a Japanese Character Diagram and extend Lie algebra weight systems to the space of such diagrams. De nition. A Japanese Character (JC) is a graph whose vertices are either univalent or trivalent, at each trivalent vertex a cyclic ordering of the three edges is chosen, and univalent vertices are labelled by pairwise distinct natural numbers.
Japanese Character Diagrams
Our Japanese Characters di er from D.Bar-Natan's Chinese Characters ( BN1] ) by labels of univalent vertices.
An additional graph component of a JCD is a JC without univalent vertices.
The following construction of a JC from a JCD will play an essential role in the construction of weight systems on JCDs in the next section. We denote the resulting Japanese Character by JC(D).
Construction
In this section we de ne a Lie algebra weight system on the space of Japanese Character Diagrams modulo the STU, AS, and IHX relations, cf. BN1]. This weight system restricted to a chord diagram gives the same value as in Sec.1.2.
To de ne the value W(D) of a Lie algebra weight system at a Japanese Character Diagram D we construct below an element of U(G) for every connected component of the JCD and then set W(D) to be equal to the product of all these elements. The element corresponding to every additional circle is the number dimG. According to our construction the element corresponding to an additional graph component also is a number, but this number depends on the component.
The construction consists of two steps. First step: for each JC with k univalent vertices we construct an element of the space G k whose tensor factors correspond to the univalent vertices. In particular, if a JC has no univalent vertices then the corresponding element is a number. If a JC consists of several connected components then the corresponding element is equal to the tensor product of the elements corresponding to the components. All our tensors will be invariant under the adjoint action of G. To decompose a JC into elementary JCs we cut certain edges. Each cut gives two new univalent vertices. We label these new univalent vertices by two natural numbers which were not presented as labels before. After su cient number of cuts we get a Japanese Character such that each its connected component is an elementary JC. For example: Denote by G l a copy of the Lie algebra G. We write l as an index of G to indicate a correspondence between labels and copies of G.
Let 2 G G be the tensor associated to the chosen ad-invariant symmetric form on G. Fix two dual bases fa i g and fb i g in G: (a i Suppose that we would like to glue the univalent vertices of a JC C labelled by l 1 and l 2 . This is an operation inverse to the cut operation of Sec.4.2.1.1. Let T 2 (: : : G l 1 : : : G l 2 : : :) be the tensor corresponding to C. Consider the tensor T l 1 ;l 2 2 (: : : G l 1 : : : G l 2 : : :) G l 1 G l 2 ; where l 1 ;l 2 2 G l 1 G l 2 is a copy of the form . Contract the spaces G l 1 ; G l 1 and G l 2 ; G l 2 using the natural pairing. We de ne the image of T l 1 ;l 2 under these contractions to be the tensor corresponding to C with glued vertices l 1 and l 2 .
For example, glueing the tensor X f h e h ? f h h e + e h f h ? e h h f ?h e f h + h e h f ? 2f e f e + 2f e e f (1) ?h f e h + h f h e + 2e f f e ? 2e f e f To calculate the number corresponding to an additional graph componentfor sl 2 , it is enough to contract the rst factor with the third one, and the second factor with the fourth one in formula (1). The result is 12. In an example below we will meet a JCD with an additional circle:
&% '$ r r r r for any three JCDs di ered only by the pictured fragments.
Theorem 6 is proved in Sec.5.1. Both JCDs of the right hand side have two vertices less, and their degree is smaller than the degree of the JCD of the left hand side. Hence, Theorem 6 allows to compute the sl 2 weight system on JCDs.
Example. Remark. The value of the weight system W( ) of an arbitrary Lie algebra with an invariant bilinear form at a pimitive element of degree n is an element of U(G) of degree not greater than k with respect to the natural ltration in U(G) (see Theorem 3 0 ). Consider its highest part, i.e. the part of degree exactly n. Then for odd n this part is always zero, i.e. W(P ) is actualy an element of U(G) of degree less than n. For even n, the highest part of W(P ) is equal to zero for (1) < (n ? 1) and is equal to some element of U(G) of degree n for (1) > (n?1). Moreover this element does not depend on a permutation with (1) > (n ? 1).
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 6
The tensor corresponding to the left hand side of the formula of Theorem 6 is given by formula (1) of Sec.4.2.1.3.
Each JC of the right hand side consists of two segments. The corresponding tensor is the tensor product of two copies of . e e f f +e f e f +(1=2)e h h f =) +f e f e +f f e e +(1=2)f h h e +(1=2)h e f h +(1=2)h f e h +(1=4)h h h h :
These formulas and formula (1) give Theorem 6. Theorem 6 implies Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1
The value of the weight system at the rst diagram of the right hand side is equal to cW (D a If the graph DnL is not a tree then it has a certain number of cycles. We will represent D as a linear combination of elements P , where is a permutation of n ? 1 elements.
Pick two consecutive endpoints on the Wilson loop. Assign to one of them the number n + 1, and to the other the number 0 so that, if we walk along the Wilson loop from the endpoint 0 to the endpoint n + 1 in the direction of the orientation, we will meet all other n ? 1 endpoints.
Since D n L is a tree, there is a unique path from the endpoint 0 to the r r r = r r r + r r r = 2 r r r The proof is based on the following Lemma which gives an explicit expression for P as a linear combination of CCDs with n external vertices. It means that P n;n = P n . 5.5.1.1. Lemma. Let = ( (1); : : : ; (n?1)) be a permutation. Then P = ( the natural projection P n;n ! P n;n =P n;n?1 . We can permute the legs of b P ;j without changing the image.
For j = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 2, after a siutable permutation we obtain O s s r n?1 By the trick of Sec.5.2.2, b P ;j 2 P n;n?1 for j = 0; 1; : : : ; n ? 2. Therefore all summands of the formula for P of the Lemma of Sec.5.5.1.1 except b P ;n?1 belong to P n;n?1 . It is easy to see that b P ;n?1 becomes ?w n after suitable permutations of legs and changes the sign according to the AS relations. This proves Proposition 2.
5.5.2. Proof of Theorem 7 According to Proposition 2 we have to calculate the highest term (the term of degree n) of W(w n ) for even n. Denote the highest term by W n . Apply Theorem 6 to W(w n ). The rst summand of the right hand side is 2cW(w n?2 ). The second one is the value of 2W( ) at a primitive CCD of degree n ? 1, and therefore it does not e ect W n . So W n = 2cW n?2 = (2c) k?1 W 2 = 2 k+1 c k . Theorem 7 is proved. 5.5.3. Proof of Theorem 5 Proposition 2 implies that P n;n = P n , and the space P n;n =P n;n?1 is generated by w n . So we only have to check if w n belongs to P n;n?1 . For even n, Theorem 7 implies that w n does not belong to P n;n?1 . To prove Theorem 5 it remains to show that w n 2 P n;n?1 for odd n. For l < n ? i, p 2n?i A n;l = 0. In fact, p 2n?i (S t l 1 ) is the part of W(S t l 1 ) of degree 2n ? i. W(S t l 1 ) = c l W(S) and W(S) has degree not greater than n?l by Theorem 3 0 . So W(S t l 1 ) has degree not greater than n+l < 2n?i.
It is obvious that (1 n?i f i ) A n;l = 0 for l < n ? i.
For l n?i we have l n?i terms of the (n?i) i-component of (S t l 1 ) such that their rst tensor factor does not contain any primitive element of degree > 1. All these terms are equal to each other and equal to t n?i 1 S t l?n+i (1 n?i f i ) A n;l = p 2n?i A n;l for l n ? i.
